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EPISODE SYNOPSIS
Re-Imagined Radio pays tribute to William Conrad, one of
the best radio voice actors we've ever heard. We sample
from "The Abominable Snowman," the September 13, 1953
episode of Escape, and "Bloody Hands," the April 2, 1955
episode of Gunsmoke. Both showcase Conrad's million
dollar voice. Both are great radio stories as well.



COLD OPEN

Two parts, one from each episode.(

Arrangement of parts is optional,

focusing on best presentation)

SFX: SAMPLE FROM "THE ABOMINABLE

SNOWMAN"

TRANSITION TO . . .

SFX: SAMPLE FROM "BLOODY HANDS"

MUSIC: RIR THEME, FADE IN, UP, AND

THEN OUT UNDER THE FOLLOWING

SFX: PRE-RECORDED

ANNOUNCER Welcome to Re-Imagined Radio, a program

about radio storytelling. I’m Jack

Armstrong. With each episode we combine

dialogue, sound effects, and music to

engage your listening imagination. This

episode is no different, and here to

tell you about it is John Barber,

producer and host.

MUSIC: RIR THEME, BRIEF REPRISE

HOST Thank you Jack . . . hello everyone . .

. and welcome to Re-Imagined Radio. This

episode pays tribute to William Conrad,

one of the best radio voice actors we've

ever heard.

Conrad himself estimated that he voiced

more than 7,500 roles in his radio

career. Many of these were solid

supporting roles, but Conrad literally
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defined two radio programs with his

distinctive voice: Gunsmoke and Escape.

Escape featured a wide range of

stories—from science fiction to horror

to murder mysteries—and was radio's

leading anthology of adventure drama

from 1947 to 1954.

The formula behind each episode of

Escape was to place its actors in

physical, psychological, or emotional

situations from which there seemed to be

no escape. The conflicts were carefully

crafted and made for compelling,

visceral drama that could be felt and

internalized by listeners. Radio

historians estimate that more than two

hundred fifty episodes of Escape were

produced. Conrad hosted and/or starred

in 90 of those episodes.

He began each episode with an invitation

to listeners . . .

SFX: ESCAPE OPENING 1

"TIRED OF THE EVERYDAY GRIND? EVER

DREAM OF A LIFE OF ROMANTIC

ADVENTURE? WANT TO GET AWAY FROM IT

ALL? WE OFFER YOU... ESCAPE!"

HOST Conrad's voice blended perfectly with

the drum rolls and other accents of

Modest Petrovich Mussorgsky's Night on

Bald Mountain, the show's theme music

which led to a second introduction,
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usually delivered by announcer Roy Rowan

. . .

SFX: ESCAPE OPENING 2

"ESCAPE! DESIGNED TO FREE YOU FROM

THE FOUR WALLS OF TODAY FOR A HALF-

HOUR OF HIGH ADVENTURE!"

HOST And then the episode was underway, with

Conrad unfolding its tale of life and

death situations and violent twists of

fate. As radio historian John Dunning

described the results, "Within five

minutes, Escape listeners were literally

up to their earlobes in alligators."

For our William Conrad tribute we'll

listen to an episode of Escape entitled

"The Abominable Snowman," written and

directed by Antony Ellis and first

broadcast September 13, 1953. In this

episode Conrad leads an expedition up

the slopes of Mount Everest searching

for the legendary Mea-TOE KAM-aye

(Metoh-Kangmi), a mysterious half-man,

half-ape creature reported by mountain

climbing parties. Conrad and his

partners find themselves in a situation

from which there seems no escape.

Conrad's narration is letter perfect.

Let's listen to "The Abominable Snowman"

. . .

MUSIC: ESCAPE DRAMATIC MUSIC

CROSSFADE TO
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SFX: "THE ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN"

OPENING, PART 1, PART 2, AND PART 3

HOST This is Re-Imagined Radio with our

tribute to William Conrad. By his own

estimates, Conrad's unmistakable voice

appeared in over 7,500 radio programs.

We are listening to "The Abominable

Snowman," an episode of Escape. We will

hear the conclusion of this story in

just a moment.

MUSIC: RIR BREAK UNDER

BREAK 1--FUSEBOX

HOST Speaking for Break, Fusebox( )

This is John Barber, producer and host

of Re-Imagined Radio. We partner with

other radio programs, producers, and

actors to bring you a variety of radio

storytelling. One example is The Fusebox

Show. Freeform, but focused, appropriate

for all age groups and audiences,

Fusebox shares observations and

reactions to events that both stir our

imagination and boil our blood. Here's a

sample . . .

SFX: THE FUSEBOX SHOW TEASER

HOST Learn more at The Fusebox Show website,

www dot thefuseboxshow dot com.

MUSIC: RIR THEME,FADE OUT UNDER THE

FOLLOWING

HOST Returning from Break( )
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This is Re-Imagined Radio with our

tribute to William Conrad whose deep,

resonant voice was heard in numerous

supporting roles and in two series his

voice literally defined: Gunsmoke and

Escape.

We are listening to Conrad narrate "The

Abominable Snowman," an episode of

Escape, first broadcast in 1953. Fresh

footprints have just been found in the

snow. They must have been made by Mea-

TOE KAM-aye, the mysterious half-man

half-ape creature reported to live on

the slopes of Mount Everest. Let's

continue listening to "The Abominable

Snowman" . . .

SFX:"THE ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN" PART 4

MUSIC: RIR THEME, ESTABLISH, THEN

FADE UNDER THE FOLLOWING . . .

HOST You have just listened to "The

Abominable Snowman," an episode of

Escape narrated by William Conrad.

Listening to his distinctive radio voice

build and sustain the storytelling we

can imagine being there on the mountain,

pursued by the legendary and dangerous

creature.

Conrad and his voice also defined the

Western radio drama Gunsmoke. Heard on

the Columbia Broadcasting System, 1952

to 1961, Gunsmoke was one of the longest

running radio dramas, and arguably,

radio's greatest dramatic series.
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Gunsmoke began as a collaboration

between producer Norman McDonnell and

writer John Meston. They worked together

on Escape and wanted to create a Western

that would deal realistically with the

hard realities of life in and around

Dodge City, Kansas Territory, in the

late 1800s.

It was a violent place and someone had

to stand in the way of the violence and

killing . . .

SFX: "I'M THAT MAN, MARSHALL MATT

DILLON . . .

Episodes featured mature themes that

overturned stereotypical Western

fiction. The bad guys did not always get

caught. Episodes ended unhappily. People

were treated badly. Gunsmoke explored

these ideas well ahead of other media.

The writing and acting are superb. The

sound effects and background soundscapes

are realistic and immersive. The music

theme, "Old Trails," composed and

conducted by Rex Koury, is iconic.

In Dodge City, a person can make two

choices regarding life: be an outlaw, or

be a Marshal. Matt Dillon has made his

choice: to stand in the way of violence

and protect those who seek to build new

lives, to rid the territory of the mad-

dog characters spreading misery and

death in their wakes.
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HOST Marshall Matt Dillon is hard as worn

saddle leather but violence must be met

with violence and this is destroying his

soul. He is scared that everyday could

be his last. In "Bloody Hands," first

broadcast April 2, 1955, Conrad, as

Marshall Dillon, speaks of his angst. He

has had enough, quits his job as

Marshall, and tries to lead a normal

life. Let's listen to "Bloody Hands."

SFX: "BLOODY HANDS," PART 1

SFX: RIR MUSIC UNDER

HOST You are listening to Re-Imagined Radio

and our tribute to William Conrad. We

will continue with "Bloody Hands," an

episode from Gunsmoke, in just a moment.

BREAK 2

MUSIC: TRANSITION?

HOST Speaking for Break, Upcoming Episodes( )

Excellent radio stories like "The

Abominable Snowman" and "Bloody Hands,"

showcase skilled use of sounds, music,

imagination, and spoken voice, like that

of William Conrad.

Upcoming episodes of Re-Imagined Radio

will follow this lead. For example,

"Lone-Green-Challenge" is a tribute to

three uniquely connected radio drama

series. These connections are just as

interesting as the episodes we will

highlight.
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We also plan a Columbia Workshop

Tribute, a look at four radio stories

that may have inspired "The War of the

Worlds," and more. Please join us as we

share these interesting stories.

HOST Support Community Radio( )

I'm John Barber, producer and host of

Re-Imagined Radio. While I have your

attention, let me remind you that Re-

Imagined Radio is heard on local,

regional, and international community

radio stations. If you would like to

support programs like Re-Imagined Radio

please contact your community radio

station and learn how to donate. Every

donation helps your station provide

interesting and thought provoking

programs like Re-Imagined Radio. If you

already support community radio through

your generosity, thank you. If not,

please consider supporting this and

other community radio stations. Your

support is valuable and much

appreciated.

SFX: RIR MUSIC, ESTABLISH, THEN

DUCK UNDER

HOST Returning from break( )

You are listening to "Bloody Hands," an

episode of Gunsmoke and part of this Re-

Imagined Radio tribute to William

Conrad.

The story is set in the 1870s, in Dodge

City, Kansas Territory, with its
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reputation as a lawless town where the

"fastest gun" ruled during the

settlement of the American West.

Conrad, as Marshal Matt Dillon, works

tirelessly to keep Dodge City under

control until civilization can take

hold. Interestingly, Conrad was

initially rejected by the producers of

Gunsmoke who argued his familiar voice

was heard on too many other radio

programs. But Conrad's audition was too

strong to be dismissed and over the

nine-year run of Gunsmoke he defined the

role of Marshal Dillon as well as the

gritty and uncompromising storytelling

of what is now called the greatest drama

series in radio history.

HOST Conrad, as Marshal Matt Dillon, has just

returned from capturing a wanted outlaw.

Bone tired he wants nothing more than to

sleep through the night. But trouble

never sleeps in Dodge City. Let's

continue the story . . .

SFX: "BLOODY HANDS," PART 2

SFX: RIR MUSIC, UNDER

HOST You just listened to "Bloody Hands," an

episode of Gunsmoke starring William

Conrad. This is Re-Imagined Radio with a

tribute to Conrad and his great radio

voice.

Concluding Remarks( )
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In addition to "Bloody Hands" we also

listened to "The Abominable Snowman" an

episode from Escape. Both provide solid,

high-quality storytelling. Both

illustrate the power of spoken voice to

carry and maintain compelling stories.

In this case it was the million dollar

voice of William Conrad who not only

defined these two radio drama series but

is noted for many other fine character

roles throughout his career in radio.

Curation and script adaptations for this

episode by John Barber.

Music composition, sound design, and

post production by Marc Rose of Fuse.

Our presence on Twitter, Facebook, and

Instagram is provided by Regina Carol

Social Media Management.

Graphic design by Holly Slocum Design.

Our announcer is Jack Armstrong.

This is John Barber, producer and host.

Thank you for listening

MUSIC: UP, THE DUCK UNDER THE

FOLLOWING

ANNOUNCER

SFX: PRE-RECORDED

This is a production of Re-Imagined

Radio. Our radio broadcasts are heard on
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local, regional, and international

community radio stations.

For on demand streaming, point your

browsers to our website, reimaginedradio

(all one word, no punctuation) DOT net.

While there, subscribe to our snappy

email Program Guide.

Thank you so much for listening, and

please, join us again for another

episode of Re-Imagined Radio where we

will continue our exploration of radio

storytelling.

MUSIC: UP, AND TO END.
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